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Abstract—Internet of Things (IoT) systems has become a global trend enhancing the capabilities of smart computing era involving a variety of distributed end-devices and multi-scalable applications. The collaborative nature of IoT systems connected through the Internet increases the heterogeneity of coming data streams that need to be processed for correct decision making in a real-time environment. The processing of huge data streams for remotely distributed IoT systems create loops for data breaches and open new challenges for security and scalability of system testing. Thus, the testing of IoT systems is becoming the necessity, requires automated testing framework due to the amount of IoT devices and processing of data events is prone to error by traditional software testing. An automated IoT testing service based framework is purposed in this paper, to test the distributed IoT systems by reducing cost and scalability issues of software testing. The infrastructure of IoT systems demands a large number of platforms be developed which requires systematic testing approach. Therefore, the purposed automated IoT testing as a service model performs distributed interoperability testing, oneM2M based conformance testing, security testing of distributed systems and validating semantics/syntactic testing of IoT devices in a systematic approach. Lastly, to provide more strength to the work we discussed and analyze existing IoT testing models to evaluate our proposed model.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The connectivity of people, objects and devices termed as Internet of Things (IoT). IoT uses sensors devices let physical objects and virtual world to conjoin their environment via the Internet [1]. The connectivity of virtual and physical over the Internet opens up new dimensions such as smart cities, smart homes, etc. the growth in IoT services and devices give rise to humongous data streams and a single device will create four times in its five-year duration and this amount will lead to more than 600 Zeta-byte data and number of IoT devices increase to 29 billion in the year 2020 [2]. IoT environment provides an opportunity for high-scalable end-devices with constrained computing and storage along with cloud integration to maintain latency sensitive systems in IoT [3].

Due to highly complex distributed computing structure, lack of communication frameworks and multiple protocols developing these type of systems is a tedious task because such complexity in the structure of IoT systems is vulnerable to unauthorized access and external attacks [4], [5]. Usage test-case and test suites for ensuring the security and interoperability of IoT system is challenging but testing IoT systems with the integration of diverse technologies and handling big data streams makes it more difficult [6]. Therefore, there is a need to implement a testing framework to ensure both conformance and interoperability along with the security of IoT systems [4]. Although, a number of researches on exploring the security of IoT has been done in the past. Only rare searches highlight the security, correctness, and completeness of both hardware and software attached remote IoT applications [7]. Mostly, the IoT system (software and hardware) has been overlooked from past years.

In this paper, we have presented a model to automate IoT testing in a real-world scenario. Firstly, we go through the previous work done on IoT interoperability and conformance testing approaches to strategies potential IoT framework for testing. Our proposed work is a model-based approach to testing as a service which is interconnected to the Internet of things (IoT) systems. A distributed cloud service based approach over the network is being adapted to facilitate the IoT system with automated testing as a service. Basically, we are extending a testing service model and using a holistic approach to debug network-related features and perform efficient testing of remote IoT systems. This model analyzes technicalities of testing IoT devices and present solutions by incorporating interoperability, conformance testing along with the security validation of IoT devices and also performing semantic and syntactic testing.

This article is organized as Section II. Background work and present the overview of automated testing. In Section III, various testing methodologies in IoT are discussed. Section IV describes our purposed model of automated IoT testing as-a-service then Section V discusses the strengths of this model. Lastly, Section VI concludes the article.

II. BACKGROUND

The model-based testing is studied thoroughly in literature [8], [9]. Whereas, mostly IoT connected approaches are premeditated for mobile applications. Though, other related work emphasizes more on the liability of IoT based systems testing. Authors in [10] developed an approach named as IoT testing as a service for creating automatic test cases with the use of several patterns. Cloud consumers and cloud providers are also provided with a testing service known as Testing as a Service (TaaS) [11]. Work done on TaaS is more related to web services and cloud computing. Zech et al. in [12]
presented an approach for creating test cases with help of risk analysis of cloud computing for ensuring security.

The work in [13], described standardized interoperability testing implementation and other affecting issues like cost, scalability, and coordination. These are few issues which arise during the IoT products development and methodologies being applied such as testing methods used by the telecommunication industry aren’t flexible enough to command the IoT systems. Few of them aren’t able to interact with high-level protocols because of their small sizes. Interoperability issue occurs at the semantic level because the streams of data that passes on are needed to be checked at semantic and syntactic levels for the purpose of data correction if any of data is a flaw. In the past, IoT testing was used for handling this issue of interoperability from the creation and execution of test cases and testbeds for real-world IoT devices.

System security concepts are described in this paper [14], along with language-based technique which describes the process of dealing with BOF. It also describes the data structures and techniques which are used for code and memory analysis (Control Flow Graph (CFG) and Dependence Graph (DG)), (Points-To and TFA), and Memory Safety tools (Address Sanitizer and SAFE Code). Buffer overflow contains a large quantity of data to let go of the upper bound of the buffer which means overwriting of data on another. It usually occurs in the form of heap or stack. Dependence Graph (DG) is used for modeling of data and instructions reliance in the program. Tainted flow analysis is another technique for poking paths of information that moves through inputs to sensitive operations.

In [15], the RM model is being used for knowing the IoT domain along with other models for finding out IoT concepts and constraints. It also works as a base of RA, RM particularly consists of a first level IoT concepts description known as Domain Model. It also consists of an Information Model that deeply describes the processing of IoT information. RA offers key Functional Groups (FG) which is required by IoT architecture through its functional view. FG explains applications functionalities which are made on the peak of IoT infrastructure. It also offers IoT-aware demonstration which is accomplished during process execution.

A. Overview of Internet of Things (IoT) Automation Testing

Test automation in IoT is used for execution management and compares actual result with the predicted one. It also helps out in enhancing the speed of unit testing, API testing, and GUI testing. Though it also executes regression tests and its extremely economical and with the technology shift industry depends for testers with automated skills [16]. Apart from the regression test, compatibility tests are also run by it which improves productivity level and make sure that customer is provided with quality software. Although it enhances the efficiency of tests few drawbacks also exist over here. These drawbacks involve unable to enhance test potency and identifying errors. Therefore, one major drawback involves scripts automation. Mohd Ehmer Khan discussed such software testing tools which are used for testing software like performance, reliability, etc. As these, all are categorized according to their main working and in different types [17]. Researcher Manjit Kaur did a comparison between different automation tools just like QTP, TC [18]. The tools QTP Pro and QA are compared on the basis of various characteristics of cost, time and scripts creation, etc. QTP is basically more efficient in regard to those applications which requires more security whereas test complete efficiently work for those applications which require less security. Author Harpreet Kaur presented a comparative analysis of different tools like Selenium, etc. and identified their performance on the basis of cost, application support, etc. QTP [19] is compared with selenium and TC and deeply analyzed and compared according to each possible factor and considered best among all [20].

III. TESTING METHODOLOGIES IN INTERNET OF THINGS

A. Interoperability Testing in Internet of Things (IoT)

For the assurance of network interoperability testing standard bodies of communication (ETSI and Bluetooth SIG) benchmarks some rules and processes which includes plug-test events and conformance testing. Plug-test events involve a meeting of organizations who implement technologies, each party test and check their systems against others. Such events cost high overdue of organizations and also attended by IoT communities and research centers, it also requires one developer and tester which is economically not preferable without sponsors for open-source communities [10], [21]. To test the network interoperability in IoT systems, an external IoT system (both software and hardware) is integrated by the third party service providers with the minimum code already written to apply initial functions to set the system in a stable state for interoperability testing that can be handled by the abstraction layer like resetting device or configuring network. Test cases to test the interoperability of the system are presented at the top of the abstraction layer. The challenged faced in executing this method requires both third party and already integrated communication systems to be present in the similar location which can be controlled by implementing transparent network bridges in distributed test system scenario [10]. The communication systems involving System Under Test (SUTs) need to be connected with the end point of the bridges in order to transfer communication to and from the third party systems placed in a different locality. In addition to this, to create a network bridge both the wireless transceivers and endpoint systems must be using the same distributed messaging service (e.g. IEEE 802.15.4).

1) Interoperability testing models of IoT: Various types of configuration testing are modeled to deal with the diverseness of IoT test and deployment systems controlled by testbed alliance are discussed as [13]:

- **Simple Conformance Testing**: Appropriate for testing the conformance of only one IUT at a time. It can only check the functionality of the IoT devices.
- **Simple Conformance and Interoperability Testing**: This model is suitable for both conformance and interoperability testing of only single new IUT with a standard testbed.
• **Simple Conformance and Compound Interoperability Testing:** This mode is appropriate for conformance and interoperability testing of a new IUT with a number of testbeds in the system when reference implementation is unclear.

• **Compound Conformance Testing:** This model performs conformance and interoperability testing to analyze the cooperative and collaborative behavior of several IUTs without testbeds.

• **Compound Conformance and Compound Interoperability Testing:** This model performs conformance and interoperability tests on several IUTs numbers of testbeds.

**B. Conformance Testing in Internet of Things (IoT)**

Conformance testing measures and ensures the implementation of a specific standard to the required level. Generally, the conformance testing model comprises of two parts, one carries out the Implementation Under Test (IUT), is System Under Test (SUT) and other is Means of Testing (MOT) which includes coordination, logging and reporting activities handled by a minimum of one tester depends on IUT’s architecture and interface [13].

1) **Architecture of conformance testing:** There are various creation elements are used for conformance testing such as Implementation Conformance Statement (ICS), Implementation eXtra Information for Testing (IXIT), Testing Description Language (TDL), Executable Test Suite (ETS), Abstract Test Suite (ATS), and Equipment under Test (EUT) from [22]. Product Functionalities and abilities used for the purpose of checking and provision of interoperability signals are used by ICS. Extra important metadata is provided by IXIT for testing purpose. Test cases are described by formal language known as TDL. Test suites are described by another formal language known as Tree and Tabular Combined Notation version 3 (TTCN-3) and it is done by ETSI and few others like SDOs i.e. 3GPP and oneM2M. Group of test cases which shows test completion and described in a normal language like TTCN-3 is all done by ATS whereas, ETS uses TTCN compiler and its totally irreplaceable. Conformance testing isn’t only used for testing of normal behaviors, rather also used for testing of extraordinary behaviors. It also enables the tester to perform broader functional testing. It doesn’t completely ensure the interoperability of the system with other systems because the standard test might leave some space for configuration and conformance purposes.

2) **Security Testing in Internet of Things (IoT)**

The security requirements of IoT system are of extreme importance as functional requirements due to the vulnerable of security functions. However, analytics of IoT systems and security tests summarize factors of IoT systems which resist security issues such as usage of other systems, system security threats and vulnerability, and security function’s exploitation. Some Model-Based Testing (MBT) Standards like M2M (Machine to Machine) and its extension oneM2M identified some security vulnerabilities and requirements level that needs to be satisfied before developing the system [23]. Three testing strategies need to be implemented in groups or discretely to check the validation of these requirements. These are as follows:

• **Security Functional testing (compliance with agreed standards/ specification):** It analyzes the system against the required functional specifications in order to ensure that the implementation of security functions is implemented in an approved manner.

• **Vulnerability testing (pattern driven):** It analyzes security attacks and risk-based vulnerabilities. It is based on security patterns used to initialize the security testing, then the targeted test patterns are used to apply appropriate test cases for possible security threats identified.

• **Security robustness testing (behavioral fuzzing):** Measuring invalid messages created by test cases in order to deal unpredicted behavior of the system for the security threat and attacks on large scale IoT systems.

Also, Model-Based Testing (MBT) approaches have used with their shown their benefits and usefulness for security testing of large-scale IoT systems undergoing particular standards defining guidelines and solutions for these security elements of the system [23].

3) **Semantic Testing in Internet of Things (IoT)**

Testing IoT is a level based approach in which conformance testing and interoperability testing performs protocol level testing, security testing focus on vulnerabilities in a system. While the basic purpose of semantic testing is to test the semantic accuracy of IoT data streams in accordance with the pre-defined standards [13].

The implementation of semantic testing in IoT paradigm is most challenging because of the heterogeneity of IoT devices and semantics testing performs validation in the semantic description at various targeted levels like testing lexical and syntactic validation and then logical and semantic validation. Some reference ontologies have already been defined including oneM2M ontology, W3C-SSN ontology, etc. After defining these ontologies, the next step is the conformance test against these reference ontologies to achieve semantic interoperability. Such diversity in concepts and relations of semantics models could make application of semantic interoperability more complex [24]. Some ongoing research projects like H2020 Fiesta-IoT, provide a unique cloud platform for conducting a test on semantic technologies using semantic IoT testbeds. These cloud platforms give access to semantic data of various testbeds such as smart cities, smart homes, etc., through uniquely identified access points. For analyzing the correctness of semantic and syntactic validation, data regarding particular ontology is selected from the semantic database and used for experiments against defined standard semantic. The database will reject the data in order to keep it clean and accurate if the data does fulfill all the requirements and semantics description reporting all the errors will be provided to ontology developers to model these errors while improvement phase. To complete semantic interoperability of IoT systems, achieving semantic testing is
required. The inclusion of lexical, syntactical, semantic correctness and test feature are crucial for attaining semantic testing [25].

IV. PROPOSED TESTING-AS-A-SERVICE MODEL

We discussed various IoT testing methodologies in the previous section. Both interoperability and conformance are traditional testings in IoT. Also, security testing and semantic testing models are used in IoT which is a major part of IoT testing. Therefore, in this section, we integrate these testing methods used and formulate a model shown in Fig. 1, for IoT testing-as-a-service.

A. Distributed Interoperability Testing for Remote Devices

The application of Interoperability testing on our model is based on a remotely distributed test system architect for automating both interoperability and conformance testing. Previously discussed network interoperability testing applies a suite of test cases but here we presented the extension of distributed interoperability testing with using distributed test plugs which will help developers and third party service providers with quick test case response from different locations. ETSI designed a Constrained Application Protocol known as CoAP for such plug-tests [26]. CoAP specifies a group of test requirements for interoperability testing and each requirement defines CoAP properties, after finalizing these requirements a test case is derived for each of them. From details of these test cases expected system behavior of CoAP protocol is analyzed [27]. Therefore passive testing methodology is appropriate for such resource constrained and operational architecture of IoT, which does not allow overheads in networks. Furthermore, to test the implementation of passive testing a message (Pass, Inconclusive or Fail) is released if a packet is captured by packet sniffer between client and server shown in Fig. 2 as:

Distributed CoAP test plugs involve two different configurations. The basic system includes TS (Test System) and SUT involving two IUTs as CoAP server and client shown in Fig. 3. However, using passive testing technique might cause capturing packets by sniffers while exchanging packets between IUTs shown in Fig. 4. Thus, distributed CoAP interoperability testing in such environment uses a UDP gateway in between CoAP server and CoAP client to replicate a lossy medium.
Based on the testing of some test requirements for CoAP, working model in both consistent and packet lost scenarios. The distributed CoAP interoperability testing verifies the correctness of client and server interaction involving HTTP method (GET, POST, PUT and DELETE) by analyzing each request/response by the client have correct message code [28]. On the other hand, the server sends a piggy-backed reply upon receiving a request from client such as if the request is confirmed send ACK (acknowledgment), if there is delay in getting a request the server then sends an empty ACK message then upon receiving the request it sends a confirmed response and it will send not-confirmed response for non-confirmed requests. There are some major options selected on the basis of basic transactions such as Token option analyzing any delay in request and response timing, each client request is assigned a token to synchronize the response, URI schemes are used to identify and locate CoAP resources. Here we are using URI query option in which requested resource is allotted and a correct response with accurate message code/type is sent by the server against the client’s request [29].

B. Conformance Testing based on oneM2M

M2M testing framework is developed for lab-based conformance testing. In this type of testing developers and vendors have to go to labs for conformance testing purpose. Due to large SMEs (Small to medium-sized enterprises), an appropriate testing method is required whereas individual developers working generates less number of IoT devices and this M2M isn’t sufficient for this purpose. Identifying low-cost IoT testing processes isn’t any big deal as IoT testing has to manage many communicative standards and protocols [13], [30] creation and coverage of different protocols, logging, etc. Isn’t an easy task for SMEs and developers. The automated testing attribute is used in the web-based remote testing framework. It also resolves all the occurring problems during testing whereas the main purpose of this testing is to allocate main conformance logic and provision of APIs. This provision of APIs helps testers in configuration selection according to their needs.

New IoT protocols can be chosen by web-based testing instead of enabling unknown third parties to include their protocols to the core system. For initiative test case communication triggering of the device is necessary by M2M. For helping various network protocols M2M ensures flexibility with the usage of network protocol through the UpperTester performs the previous action. UpperTester is a software which is used for converting test pointer to a message that is perceivable by IUT. IUT’s ability decides the implementation of UpperTester either inwards or outwards of IUT.

Testing configuration information is required by a tester who is about to test IoT device such that selection of test cases, protocols, and devices that performs web interface. An actuated message consisting of test cases and configuration data is sent by test system to UpperTester on basis of inputs entered. On the basis of the provided guidelines, one M2M action is performed by the test system as tester passes on the message to the test system. M2M function consists of creating, retrieve, update, delete and notification. One of these M2M function is guided to the IoT device by UpperTester [13].

An agreement is required between UpperTester and IoT device for doing test procedures mentioned above. The specific operation is applied by IoT device on the basis of mentioned test cases in actuated messages when UpperTester provides test case data. After verification of conforming standard messages, test system develops findings of IoT device’s conformance testing [31].

The second step of the testing model is the provision of support for managing communicative variables and also automated assistance for developing conformance tests verdicts. IoT uses different kinds of protocols as their integration is quite necessary for a testing framework. An automated IoT testing feature is being developed by us for usability and test distribution. That feature in the framework is described as follows:

1) Protocol adapter: Ascendable testing is done by various protocols of various domains and it is done by IoT devices. IoT devices need scalable testing using various protocols for different domains of application. Normal data integrity is done by TCP (Transmission Control Protocol) and request-response time is also dependent on TCP. Whereas, publish-subscribe is only used when real-time communication is required by the environment. Scalability by external code is based on IoT TaaS.

2) Automated device testing: Different applied transactions in the target device are actuated for testing IoT devices. Required action performed by developers is done by using stimulus. IoT TaaS defined various transaction and message types. It has helped IoT developers to perform automated testing by simply inserting a code.

C. Securing IoT using Distributed Systems Analysis

Securing Internet of Things (SIoT) model comprises of two parts: application independent and dependent part and executed on Top level of LLVM compiler [32]. The SIoT core is the application independent part for static analysis. The application dependent part is the SIoT instance involves libraries generated by the users for the implementation of the static analysis. The DDG graph is always created for a program which acts as a bridge between SIoT core and instance and works for each instance particularly as shown in Fig. 5.

1) The architecture of the SIoT core: SIoT uses LLVM IR a low-level language to process code files. Formed by bytecodes [14] (3-address instructions) use the various size of integers: bit vectors, floating point numbers, arrays, and labels. Using a group of files in this format it creates a DDG graph by undergoing a two-level process of merging and linking. In merging, multiple files are mere into one file reducing the naming conflict of files i.e. several files as the same name. this tool evaluates the network function each byte code file which is required by merging phase to name byte code files with the Send and Recv functions [33]. SIoT can identify these functions to add different tags to byte code files and then merge them into a single file to ease the analysis. Whereas linking uses the recv function for the
creation of SEND and RECEIVE graph of all programs to generate DCFG. Using DCFG, Dist.-Dep graph generates DDG which can detect the vulnerabilities in the data flow.

2) Buffer overflow instance: For detecting the liabilities of BOF attacks we analyze memory and input dependencies. If data is functioned to unreliable input, then we highlight the vulnerability of the array. An unreliable input may be accessed by some malicious user with the sensors, serial ports or by the file system to use the memory access. Through DDG graph we can analyze the flow of information and detect the vulnerabilities in the program by providing DDG and input values to DistVulArrays. The LLVM pass checks various paths among memory access and unreliable inputs in the DDG. Once the analysis of program completed DistVulArrays gives these possible outputs such as true-positive rate and potential false-positive rate and number of malicious paths in the program in graph [14].

![Diagram of architecture of SIoT](image)

**Fig. 5.** Architecture of SIoT.

**D. Validating Semantics Testing**

F-Interop project is being created for the implementation of semantic interoperability in conformance testing. F-Interop helps test systems and SUT which are placed in far areas by providing a cloud-based platform. This platform has enabled developers to work from their residences instead of moving from place to place, in this way more applicable tests are being generated in a better way in regard to time and cost. High-level testing premises are discussed in upcoming paragraphs which are applied within EU H2020 F-Interop project 11.

There are various scripts of semantic conformance test described as follows: There is fundamental interaction between the tester and SUT (System Under Test). SUT sends semantic data which is then checked by the tester whereas at end of conformance testing tester provides a report regarding completion of semantic data according to ontology acknowledgment. And if any issue occurs in that semantic data that issue is mentioned in the report. Semantic conformance testing chart is discussed in Fig. 6.

![Diagram of basic workflow of semantic testing](image)

**Fig. 6.** Basic Workflow of Semantic Testing.

There are two test scenarios of semantic interoperability. One carries SUT whereas a halfway tester is required for completion of the test in the second scenario. Here is technology agnostic that tells they aren’t obliged of testing any specific platform or semantic attribute such as identifying if the semantic descriptor is generated in a proper way that it consists of M2M system’s semantic data. The main purpose behind all this generation of such tests is applicable for each type of semantic data that obeys some specifications [34]. This enables test integration by applying specific standard along with all types of test which is limited to standard.

Semantic interoperability is considered as data interpretation from the system. In this premise, every portion generates a piece of semantic data processing which are as follows: semantic data and semantic query. Results of semantic processing parts are then compared if they are equal or not. Their equality shows their mutual understanding. SUT1 and SUT2 should have similar semantic queries for executing tests. At last, if a similar query is executed from similar data of both SUT1 and SUT2 it results that both SUT1 and SUT2 have the same level of understanding of data.

Interoperability performed at the data level. As discussed before interoperability is given on the basis of ontology. Hence, our purpose is to identify semantic data which is used on the basis of ontology used. Ontology is a combination of vocabulary and the relationship between vocabularies. In this test, two SUT’s data submitted is checked if they have the same vocabulary which is discussed in the same ontology. If they share similar vocabulary, then it is implemented at a semantic data level because they are workable.

Transmitted semantic data (D1 and D2) produced from SUT1 and SUT2 have verified their conformance as it’s a condition of test. Tester recovers D1 and D2 vocabulary and verifies if they share a similar vocabulary. If similar vocabulary is shared, then D1 and D2 are totally practical [35].
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V. DISCUSSION

The integration of cloud and Internet of Things platforms provides various services such as platform as a service, infrastructure as a service and software as a service. The distributed nature of IoT devices also requires such kind of testing service for analyzing and reconfiguring IoT application during development. In this paper, we proposed an extension of plug-test with existing IoT testing methodologies, the framework of automation testing as a service has four phases: interoperability testing is performed using CoAP protocol to verify the correctness of client and server interaction and analyze the request/response of target message type [28]. Conformance testing based on oneM2M use test plugs to test system specifications using test case on IUTs. Validating semantic testing used different ontologies to validate the semantic/syntactic correctness of the particular document. Furthermore, the addition of security testing in the model identifies the vulnerabilities in the system and provides a solution to increase system reliability. Therefore, this framework could allow developers to easily implement automation testing as a service to enhance correctness, reliability, and interoperability of IoT application being developed.

VI. CONCLUSION

The testing model presented in this paper is a service-based approach of IoT system testing which enables automated testing for distributed IoT systems by providing constraints on cost, scalability, and complexity of IoT applications. Firstly, we analyze automation testing in IoT and then, in accordance with this we presented an insight into existing methodologies of IoT testing with its design and implementations. Furthermore, we extended an existing testing concept and introduced a novelty framework to generalize testing-service in remote IoT systems. Automation IoT testing as a service model architecture incorporating four IoT testing methodologies: distributed interoperability testing, conformance testing based on oneM2M, security testing distributed systems and semantic/syntactic testing in a systematic approach. Our model creates a distributed plug-test to enables network interoperability testing without delaying data transfer from one SUT to another irrespective of location constraints. As future work, we will extend this work in order to design automation testing suites to enables the development team to analyze and enhance the security of IoT devices.
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